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RENOVATIONS WILL BEGIN ON HALLOWEEN 2022, ITS FIRST MAJOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECT IN OVER 30 YEARS.
@MUSEUMCOLUMBUS
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President’s Remarks

It’s September which means that education
departments across the state are preparing
themselves for hordes of student to descend
on museum campuses. Staff are scheduling
educators and volunteers, making do with
supplies, and saying a prayer to the almighty
school bus gods that today’s group will arrive
on time and with enough chaperones in tow.
Museum education staff and volunteers, our hats
are off to you. We see the work that you do and
the value you bring to your institutions.
With back-to-school on the brain, I
would like to share a GAM progress
report. Striving to earn an A in
Technology, GAM has launched a
brand-new website — gamuseums.
org. This new site will allow for
greater member access to GAM
programs, resources, and networking
opportunities. Visit our new GAM
home to register for the 2023
conference, apply for a MUSE grant,
find new job postings, and access
other members-only benefits. This
new site expands on board-led efforts
to rebrand GAM’s digital footprint
and offer more points to connect with
our members. A very special thank
you to Tom Bowden, who served as
GAM webmaster for over 20 years
and now bears the well-deserved title
of Webmaster Emeritus. Tom, you are
top of the class! Another thank you to
Tommy Gregors, Director of Artesian
Alliance in Albany, for sharing the
gamuseums.org domain with GAM.

Ready for some continuing education?
Registration for the 2023 GAM
Conference is now open! From
January 18 – 20, we will convene in
Cartersville for three days of dynamic
peer-driven programs and educational
workshops that explore the thoughtprovoking theme, “Museums: The (Fill
in the Blank) Frontier.” The Bartow
History Museum, Savoy Automobile
Museum, Booth Western Art
Museum, and Tellus Science Museum
will be our hosts with the most for
evening events and tours. I look
forward to seeing GAM members
exemplify a healthy competitive spirit
during the GAM silent auction,
not-so-silent auction with emcee
extraordinaire David Dundee, and the
mystery museum game. All proceeds
benefit the MUSE program.

Is GAM making the grade? The board
welcomes all feedback on how we can
better serve our members and museum
professionals across the state! Reach
us at our new email — gamuseums@
gmail.com!
Marcy Breffle
GAM President
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NEW URL: GAMUSEUMS.ORG

#SupportYourSMA

MEMBER LOG-IN

OUR NEW
WEBSITE
IS LIVE!
MOBILE-FRIENDLY

The Georgia Association of Museums
is one of 45 state museum associations
(SMAs) across the country – and
a proud member of COSMA,
the Coalition of State Museum
Associations. During the month of
September, considered SMA month,
COSMA encourages SMAs to
highlight their essential contributions
that strengthen the museum field. The
theme for SMA Day/Month in 2022
is SUPER, as in SUPER-heroes and
SUPER-powers. Among the SUPERpowers that SMAs demonstrate
are efficient member services, solid
leadership, creative communications,
and advocacy on behalf of their
member museums. Watch for weekly
social media activity! Plan to join
colleagues from the national network
of SMAs in a celebration of SMA Day
via Zoom on September 30, 2022, at
12:30pm EST.

Who is COSMA? The Coalition of State Museum Associations (COSMA) is the only national nonprofit organization whose
priority is to serve the needs and aspirations of state museum associations (SMAs). Through COSMA, all SMAs have
access to resources they need to strengthen museums across their state. Because strong state museum associations
lead to stronger museums, one of COSMA’s primary goals is to help every SMA achieve its highest potential.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

NEW EMAIL:
GAMUSEUMS@GMAIL.COM
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Education in Action
The GAM Education Committee has been hard at work developing a
schedule to expand into year-round programming. In mid-September, GAM
presented a virtual program in partnership with the Juliette Gordon Lowe
Birthplace ( JGLB) in Savannah. Kat White, Education Manager at JGLB,
spoke about successes, failures, and lessons learned during IMLS grant-funded
work to improve accessibility for disabled visitors at the JGLB. She shared
tips for improving accessibility at your own museum or historic site without
any grant funding at all. The program and accompanying resources is available
to GAM members as a membership benefit. Access this content by logging
into the website and clicking on Members-Only Resources in the News &
Resources tab.
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Interview with an Educator

An Intern’s Reflection
Grace McGibney was one of our interns at
the 2022 conference in Thomasville

Wendy Hayes,
Tellus Science Museum

The mission of the Tellus Science Museum is: Because
science matters, we engage, educate, and inspire visitors to make
scientific connections through dynamic exhibits and enriching
experiences. To help Tellus achieve it’s mission, it’s educators
work with students in a variety of ways: field trips, virtual
field trips, homeschool programs and Scout Saturdays.
Wendy Hayes is the General Science Program Manager
at Tellus, and GAM digitally interviewed her to share her
experience and what Tellus has to offer as GAM conference
attendees prepare to visit in January.

What drew you to museum education?
I was introduced to museum education through
volunteering. It didn’t take long for me to realize I loved
sharing my enthusiasm for science with students, as well as,
the ability to help teachers, public, private and homeschool,
meet their educational needs.

What is your favorite part about working in
education at Tellus?
My co-workers! I am extremely fortunate to have a
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job where I work with a wonderfully talented group of
educators that have the same passion for science and love of
teaching.

What is one thing you would want all museum
professionals to know about a “day in the life” of a
museum educator?
We care about educating our students and adults. We
constantly observe and learn from our audience to try find
exciting ways to share knowledge about our exhibits.

What advice would you give one of our GAM interns
if they were interested in becoming a museum
educator?
Go for it!! Fully immerse yourself into every aspect of
museum life. That first smile you see from a child, when
they have that “a-ha” moment, is priceless.

What is your favorite program to facilitate at
Tellus?
It’s hard to name just one, but I do love working with our
“Super Awesome Science Squad” creating Live Science
demonstrations for our family friendly special events.

At the beginning of February, I was frantic about my first
conference ever. I had no idea what to expect, what to wear,
or who I would meet and talk to. When I found out that I
would be an intern for GAM this year I was beyond excited
and couldn’t wait for it as anxious as I was about this new
experience. I attempted to prepare for the conference
by reading through old GAM quarterly newsletters and
researching the people on the panels. Attending GAM
as an intern was an unforgettable experience, I wish
that I could repeat repeatedly for the first time. I cannot
help myself but to think of GAM
sometimes when I am at work at the
Georgia Museum of Art.

history and the people behind it. In the panel “Collections
We Have a Problem” I learned how important it is to get
together with your colleagues when you’re lost on what to
do about a particular client. GAM taught me the value of
being in a profession where everyone is passionate about
what they do and how that shows. GAM also showed me
how valuable the after hours were or the happy hours when
you could just walk around and network and connect with
people on an even deeper level than just talking about work
but talking about goals and where you want to go and what
do your elder colleagues think the best route for you to
go is. GAM truly was an unforgettable experience that I
cannot wait to share with my colleagues again next year.
Everyone at GAM is excited for questions about what they
do and how they got to where they are today. My favorite
aspect of GAM was how much there was to be learned and
so many great professionals to learn from. The panels were
a great way to dive deeper into different areas of the overall
profession. I learned about marketing in gift shops and the
significance it can have regarding income for historic sites
and museums. GAM allowed for me to be able to network
with such a wide variety of museum professionals that
allowed for me to have a unique insight into many different
types of museums. GAM is made of a great community of
professionals who are eager and ready to help with anything
in any way that they can. I am so lucky that I was able
to experience GAM and meet all the people that I could
while there. Each professional I met made an impact on me
through what they said, some provided advice on what my
next step should be in beginning my career.
— Grace McGibney, June 2, 2022

When I first got to GAM I was
surprised by how friendly and
welcoming everyone there was. Every
face that I looked at and looked back
at me was smiling and would come
up to me and start talking about
something they are researching or
putting together. GAM impacted
my views greatly about the museum
profession. GAM showed me through
the panels how rich art is and the
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Airbase
Georgia
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The Airbase
Georgia, a 400+
member regional
branch of the
Commemorative
Air Force (CAF),
is committed to
the restoration
and preservation
of the great
airplanes of
World War II.

WWII Heritage Days include WWIIera vendors and re-enactors, speakers
and performers, food vendors, and
even a Victory Dance at the end of the
day.

Airbase Georgia is uniquely situated
and equipped to interpret the United
States WWII experience through a
squadron of fully functional period
aircraft, a strong support system
of members and volunteers, and
collections containing many items
of memorabilia and artifacts located
on site. CAF Airbase Georgia has
the distinct honor of being the only
metro-Atlanta site on Georgia’s World
War II Heritage Trail.
All of Airbase Georgia’s aircraft
have been restored and maintained
by volunteers. Restoration is
accomplished by members with no
prior experience under guidance by,
and in addition to, its experienced
volunteer aviation mechanics. Fully
restored aircraft are flown in airshows,
in fly-overs, in films, and as rides to
interested aviation enthusiasts. Airbase
Georgia has three restoration projects
as of the date of this publication, a
N2S Kaydet (Stearman), a Fairchild
PT-19A, and a P-47 Thunderbolt.
Airbase Georgia has also been
fortunate in its acquisition of unique
World War II artifacts. Several have
a large footprint, such as the Pilot
Maker C-3 Link Trainer and B-17
and B-24 gun turrets. Other artifacts

in our collection include military
uniforms, field manuals, maps, toys,
and field equipment.

In addition to its airplanes and
artifacts, Airbase Georgia has a
number of volunteers who are able
to discuss the history of its aircraft
and WWII in general, as well as
aircraft restoration techniques. Our
historians have informed children,
seniors, students, and members of the
community about WWII aviation.
Similarly, Airbase Georgia hosts an
annual event, WWII Heritage Days
to showcase its many assets. This year,
WWII Heritage Days will be held
on October 8, 2022, and will feature
a focus on the impact of WWII on
the development of the Space Age.

On March 5th, plans for a new
museum annex were unveiled to
the general membership. Provided
all the conditions can be met, the
plans include a large open addition
to the hangar for our static items
(and hopefully visiting exhibits), and
an interactive display section just
inside the entrance. The museum
items supplement the stars of the
Airbase Georgia Hangar, the WWII
era aircraft. These fully operational
airplanes include the Douglas SBD-5
“Dauntless” dive-bomber, the North
American P-51 D “Mustang” fighter,
the Goodyear FG-1D Corsair fighter,
the Bell P-63 Kingcobra, the Fairchild
PT-19A primary trainer, the North
American T-6 Texan trainer, and a
replica Japanese aircraft, the “Kate”
torpedo bomber which was built for
the movie “Tora, Tora, Tora!”
Airbase Georgia is located adjacent
to Atlanta Regional Airport at Falcon
Field, with an address of 1200 Echo
Court, Peachtree City, Georgia.
Airbase Georgia is open to the public
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Airbase
Georgia offers rides in its historical
aircraft, group tours of the airplanes
and artifacts, and facility rental for
special events. Donations (Airbase
Georgia is a 501(c)(3) organization)
may be made by visiting in-person, or
via PayPal on airbasegeorgia.org.
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The Special Projects Team in the Department of
Museums, Archives and Rare Books (MARB)
at Kennesaw State University (KSU) promotes
community and student engagement through exhibits
and related programming. Over the past three years,
the Special Projects Team has developed into a
unique, standalone unit within MARB that generates
revenue, new archival collections, and permanent
exhibit installations around Metro Atlanta and
Northwest Georgia.

Atlanta’s early streetcar system at The Trolley Barn
in Atlanta’s historic Inman Park neighborhood. In
spring 2022, students in Special Projects Curator James
Newberry’s Museum Exhibitions class researched and
developed an exhibit on cemetery laborers including the
sexton, gravediggers, watchmen, and maids and attendants
for Historic Oakland Foundation. In addition to providing
applied-learning experiences for public history professionals
in training, these exhibits will engage thousands of visitors
at their respective sites.
The Special Projects Team maintains ongoing partnerships
for multiphase projects with clients such as Marietta
City Schools, the City of Acworth, and Town Center
Community Alliance. With Marietta City Schools, the
team worked with the school system and community
stakeholders to develop an exhibit exploring the history of
the historically Black Lemon Street Elementary School
near Marietta square. Opened in February 2021, the exhibit
includes four accessible wayside panels and three panels
in the entrance to the school, now the new home of the
Marietta Performance Learning Center. Long the center of
the African American community, the school’s immediate
environment has changed significantly in recent years
through new development and gentrification. The Special
Projects Team arranged focus groups with stakeholders,
researched local archives and historic newspapers, and
conducted an oral history project with alumni and
community members. The Lemon Street Schools Oral
History Collection, which includes both oral history
recordings and digitized photographs and documents, is
preserved in the Kennesaw State University Archives and
Special Collections and offers a point of access for alumni
who moved away but stay connected through heritage
groups.

KSU PUBLIC HISTORY STUDENTS VISIT THE “OUR SIDE
OF THE TRACKS” EXHIBIT AT DOYAL HILL PARK IN
ACWORTH, SPRING 2022.

With Town Center Community Alliance, the Special
Projects Team is developing an “outdoor classroom” focused
on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math)
and Social Studies education at Aviation Park. The park sits
near the east end of Cobb County International Airport
in view of planes taking off and landing. Four panel-based
installations focus on the science and history of flight and
include primary source material from the Bell Aircraft
collection in the Kennesaw State University Archives and
Special Collections as well as interviews with employees
at the nearby airport. In summer 2022, students in KSU’s
Bagwell College of Education worked with the Special
Projects Team to develop a “Teacher Packet” for K-12
educators planning field trips to Aviation Park.

KSU MARB

Special Projects Team members Curator James Newberry
and Research Specialist Kelly Hoomes work with Graphic
Designer Zoila Torres and Exhibit Specialist Tony Howell
and other MARB staff members as well as KSU Public
History students on a wide range of single and multiphase
projects. Clients and partners include Marietta City
Schools, Town Center Community Alliance, the City of
Acworth, Georgia State Parks and Historic Sites, The
Trolley Barn, Historic Oakland Foundation, Pickens
Historical Society, the City of College Park, and more.
Since fall 2019 and through the pandemic, the team
completed 14 projects and generated $115,000 in revenue
for MARB.

Student engagement is at the forefront of the Special
Projects Team’s work. In the 2021-22 school year, the team
served 85 university students through four internships,
one graduate practicum, and four undergraduate courses
including Museum Studies, Museum Exhibitions,
Documentation and Interpretation, and Trends and
Issues in Social Studies for Elementary Education. All
assignments completed by students contribute to realworld exhibits, and students can engage with clients and
stakeholders and visit relevant sites. Although student work
is by necessity fixed on a semester-long basis, the Special
Projects Team creates project schedules on six-month
timeframes that often allow for both research and curation
phases within the school year.
In fall 2021, students in the KSU Public History Program
used research materials prepared by the Special Projects
Team to draft text and select images for an exhibit on
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KSU PUBLIC HISTORY STUDENTS VISIT THE TROLLEY
BARN IN ATLANTA, FALL 2021.

Since 2019, the Special Projects Team developed four
exhibit projects for the City of Acworth. Three of the
exhibits (the latest is a reinterpretation of the “Dixie
Highway”) were installed at Acworth’s Depot Park, where
the historic depot and the “Red Caboose” symbolize the
town’s transportation story from the railroad to the highway
to the interstate. Across the railroad line sits Doyal Hill
Park, where the fourth exhibit installation, “Our Side of the
Tracks,” explores the history of Acworth’s historic Black
community. Like Marietta’s changing built environment,
Acworth’s historically Black neighborhoods bear little
resemblance to the recent past. The development of the
Hill Park exhibit included extensive outreach with current
and former residents, who shared historic photographs that
now form the Historic Black Acworth Image Collection.
The exhibit and collection were recognized by the Georgia
Association of Museums with the “Special Projects
Category 2” award in 2021.

In January 2022, the Special Projects Team began a
year and a half-long project with Georgia State Parks
and Historic Sites to standardize printed site guides at
16 historic sites across the state. While different from
the team’s traditional exhibits, the project offers new
opportunities to expand experience and expertise in areas of
public relations, marketing, graphic design, and illustration.
In addition, Special Projects Team members are working
with historic site managers and staff to best interpret sites
of conflict such as Pickett’s Mill Battlefield in Paulding
County and slavery such as Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation
in the abbreviated medium of a site guide. The project will
expand and deepen the footprint of the KSU Department
of Museums, Archives and Rare Books (MARB) and make
its resources more accessible to audiences across Georgia.
The MARB Special Projects Team evolves to meet new
demands and interests on an annual basis, but it remains
most focused on strengthening long-term partnerships
in the community and promoting student engagement.
Without these principal goals, the work of the team would
not be possible.
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Emerging Museum Professional:
Recognizes an individual who has
been working as museum staff for
less than 10 years and in the state
of Georgia for the past 2 years. This
individual will have demonstrated
excellence and leadership at their
institution or within the museum
community or profession as a whole
and has been a member of GAM for
at least one year.

2023 Conference

Call for award nominations
of the nominated project. Projects
might include, but are not limited to,
an education or outreach program, a
digital history project, an oral history
project, or an exhibition.

Link to form to nominate:
bit.ly/gamuseums-003

Held during the annual conference,
the GAM Annual Awards program
recognizes outstanding achievements
of people and organizations that make
up the museum community across
Georgia. GAM members are eligible
to submit nominations to the GAM
Awards Committee for consideration.

Nominations must be received no later
than Friday, December 2, 2022.
The call for nominations is open.
Nominations that do not meet
guidelines will not be considered.
Awards will be presented on January
20, 2023 in Cartersville during the
GAM Annual Awards program.

Education: Recognizes an on-site
or outreach program that has as its
primary purpose the education of
student and/ or adult audiences. This
program extends the organization’s
mission and demonstrates scholarship
and originality contributing to the
cultural and education fabric of the
organization’s community and the
state and is an example of excellence in
theory, planning, and implementation.
An educational component of a
larger exhibition or special project
can be nominated for this award if
the intention is to focus solely on
the educational aspects of the larger
project.
Multimedia: Recognizes projects
that are intended to be primarily
experienced using visual or audio
media. Examples include podcasts,
interactive kiosks, social media
campaigns, videos, and virtual
interactions (webinars, virtual field
trips, etc.). Multimedia projects have

Categories
Student Project: Recognizes
contributions of student work to
the field of museums and galleries.
An individual or student group is
eligible for this award. Projects show
professional guidance of student effort,
but clearly demonstrate meaningful
work by students in the design,
implementation, and promotion
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extended the organization’s audience
and demonstrate creative solutions
without sacrificing good scholarship
and professional best practices.

Museum Exhibition: Recognizes an
art, historical, or science exhibition of
note that demonstrates scholarship
and originality contributing to
the cultural fabric of the state.
The exhibition is an example of
excellence in theory, planning, and
implementation and has effectively
reached and broadened the museum
or gallery audience. Exhibitions that
include multimedia elements but are
primarily designed to be experienced
as a traditional exhibit should be
included in this category.
Category #1 - Exhibition under
$1,000

Category #2 - Exhibition $1,000 –
$25,000

Category #3 - Exhibition $25,001 to
$100,000
Category #4 - Exhibition uver
$100,000

Special Projects: Recognizes a
project or program of note, often with
multiple component parts, that does
not more closely fit the criteria for
other categories such as exhibition,
education, or multimedia. This
category can also be used for multipart projects when all aspects of the
project should be evaluated as a whole.
These projects demonstrate scholarship
and originality contributing to the
cultural fabric of the state and provide
examples of excellence in planning and
implementation while expanding the
museum or gallery audience.

Category #1 - Exhibition under $1,000
Category #2 - Exhibition $1,000 –
$25,000

Category #3 - Exhibition $25,001 to
$100,000

Category #4 - Exhibitions over $100,000
Museum Volunteer: Recognizes
an individual who does not receive
payment or specific educational
credit from an organization but has
contributed significant time and effort
in developing that organization’s
programs and exhibitions in an
outstanding way. This person has
enlisted the aid of other volunteers
in supporting Georgia museums and
galleries and has served as an advocate
of Georgia museums and galleries.

Patron: Recognizes an individual or
group who has worked closely with a
museum (or museums) demonstrating
leadership and providing assistance.
This person/group is a major promoter
of the museum(s) in his/her/their local
area or statewide and in the past year
has made a significant contribution
and will continue to be a supporter in
the future.

Institution: Recognizes GAM
institutional members (nonprofit
museums, historic sites, and galleries)
for leadership at the local and
statewide level. This organization has
been a leading institution in Georgia
with a past record of accomplishment
and acts as an important cultural
resource in its community; has
taken an active role in promoting
communication and cooperation
among Georgia museums and
galleries; and has provided an on-site
or outreach program that extended
the museum’s mission while educating
student and adult audiences.

Lifetime Achievement Award: An
individual in any category who has
consistently and selflessly worked
over multiple decades to improve the
state of museums and galleries in their
community during their lifetime; this
person’s collective accomplishments
exemplify commitment, dedication
and excellence; has had a far-reaching
impact in their field.

Business/Corporation: Recognizes
local and statewide corporate
supporters that have contributed
significantly to the development of
museums and galleries. This company
has provided funding or donations
of materials and goods, has taken a
leadership role in promoting museums
and galleries in Georgia, and has
encouraged other businesses to
participate.
Advocacy Award: Recognizes
an individual or group that has
successfully advocated at the state
and/or federal level representing
Georgia’s museum community to
provide heightened interest and voice,
in a significant and meaningful way,
while working to incorporate museum
interests into state and federal policy.

Museum Professional: Recognizes
an active museum or gallery employee
working in the state of Georgia. This
individual is involved professionally
on the local, state, and national level
and has demonstrated leadership in
the profession; has worked to promote
the goals of GAM; and has been a
member of GAM for at least one year.
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The (Fill in the Blank) Frontier
CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA

The 2023 Georgia Association of
Museums Annual Conference in
Cartersville, Georgia is scheduled for
January 18 – 20, 2023.
Conference sessions and workshops
will be held at the Clarence Brown
Conference Center, 5450 State Route
20, Cartersville, GA 30121.

Early Bird Rate (available until January
4): $200 for GAM members, $235 for
non-members
Regular rate (after January 5):
$225 for GAM members, $260 for
non-members

Registration: gamuseums.org

TELLUS SCIENCE MUSEUM

About the Conference Theme,
“Museums: The (Fill in the Blank)
Frontier”

As Georgia museums emerge from the
pandemic and return to long-range
planning, the proverbial light at the
end of the tunnel has become more
expansive. Institutions are grappling
with the aftermath of dramatic shifts
in programming, exhibitions, and
operations. Staff, board members, and
volunteers are also considering how
to address a host of thorny issues –
racial justice, climate change, political
turmoil, the nature of democracy,
and other concerns – in a time when
tensions are high and work/life

THE BOOTH MUSEUM
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balance feels increasingly elusive. As
we move forward, the horizons before
us are full of frontiers both exciting
and challenging.
The Keynote Speaker

The GAM Program Committee is
excited to announce our keynote
speaker for the annual conference this
January in Cartersville. W. Richard
West, Jr. is the Founding Director and
Director Emeritus of the Smithsonian
Institution’s National Museum of the
American Indian and President and
CEO Emeritus, Ambassador, Native
Communities, of the Autry Museum
of the American West. He will be
joining us in Cartersville to speak at

ETOWAH INDIAN MOUNDS

CARTERSVILLE, GEORGIA

our Awards Luncheon while in the
area consulting on a project for the
Etowah Indian Mounds Historic Site.
We can’t wait for the GAM
community to hear him speak to our
conference theme, “Museums: The
(Fill in the Blank) Frontier.”

W. Richard West, Jr. is Founding
Director and Director Emeritus
of the Smithsonian Institution’s
National Museum of the American
Indian, where he served from 1990
to 2007. He is also President and
CEO Emeritus, Ambassador, Native
Communities, of the Autry Museum
of the American West, which he

BARTOW HISTORY MUSEUM

directed from 2013 to 2021. He is a
citizen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho
Tribes and a member of the Society of
Southern Cheyenne Peace Chiefs.

Stanford University, and the Kaiser
Family Foundation.

SAVOY AUTOMOBILE MUSEUM

W. RICHARD WEST, JR.

West has served as Chair of the Board
of Directors of the American Alliance
of Museums and Vice President of the
International Council of Museums.
His current board affiliations include:
Association of Tribal Archives,
Libraries, and Museums; International
Coalition of Sites of Conscience;
California Association of Museums;
Denver Art Museum; and UCLA
Institute of Environment and
Sustainability. West previously served
on the boards of the Ford Foundation,

West, who grew up in Muskogee,
Oklahoma, was born in San
Bernardino, California, the son of
American Indian master artist Walter
Richard West Sr., and Maribelle
McCrea West. He earned a bachelor’s
degree in American history from the
University of Redlands, a master’s
degree in American history from
Harvard University, and a law degree
from Stanford University. West is
currently consulting on a project for
the Etowah Indian Mounds State
Historic Site near Cartersville.
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Adverstise in the GAM newsletter

Call for Consultants

The GAM newsletter is published quarterly (March, June, September, December) and sent to all institutional and
individual members. It is also available on the GAM website. A 20+ year archive of the newsletter will be available to
members only on GAM’s website. To advertise, please contact Michele Rodgers at gamuseums@gmail.com.

Calling all museum experts! We are doing a call for GAM Consultants. Consultants who are accepted may be contacted
and utilized in two ways:
•

1/2 page horiztonal, $90
1/4 page, $50

Selected by a MUSE grantee (earning $100/hour for up to 12 hours per project)

> MUSE Consultants will be given specific guidance by GAM about developing a work plan for a grantee.

> If a MUSE grantee wants to extend more work to the Consultant after grant funds are used, that can be 		
coordinated independently of GAM.

•

Selected from the published GAM Consultant List (coordinated with prospective clients independently of GAM)

•

Be an individual member of GAM

•

Provide a resume and contact information for two professional references

To be considered and listed as a GAM Consultant, the applicant must:
•

Fill out an online application (link below).

Deadline for applications is February 1, 2023. bit.ly/gamuseums-002

New & Renewing Members
Full page, $175

Institutional

1/2 page vertical,
$90

Genealogical Society

Elachee Nature Science Center

6th Cavalry Museum

Elberta Depot Heritage Center

Albany Museum of Art
ATHICA

Booth Western Art Museum

Bowdon Area Historical Society
Bulloch Hall

1/8 page, $25

Calhoun Gordon Arts Council
Chieftains Museum

Georgia’s Rome Travel & Tourism

Port Columbus

Hay House

Historic Augusta

Historic Columbus

Collectible & Antique Chair Gallery
Colquitt County Arts Center
Crawford W. Long Museum

Decatur County Historical &

SCAD Art Museum
Smyrna Museum

Historic Oakland

Spalding County

Kingston Woman’s History Club

Cobb Landmarks

Old School History Museum

Smith Plantation

Jack Hadley Black History Museum

Coastal Heritage Society

Museum

Museum of Colquitt County History

History Cherokee

Chi Phi Fraternity

Monroe Cultural & Heritage 		

Fernbank Science Center
Fox Theatre

Barrington Hall

Meadow Garden

LaGrange Art Museum
Lockerly Arboretum

Madison-Morgan Cultural Center
Marietta Cobb Museum of Art

The Columbus Museum

The Computer Museum of America
The Lodges at Banning Mills
William Harris Homestead

Individual/Student
Rhonda Burnough
Andrea Miskewicz

Not a member? Click here to join.
AD SHAPES ARE SHOWN AT 50% ACTUAL SIZE
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What should you do
now? Log in to the new
website. Register for
the 2023 conference in
Cartersville. Nominate
somebody or something
for an award. Be inspired,
then inspire others.

gamuseums
.org
website: gamuseums.org

YouTube
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Instagram

Facebook

LinkedIn

